Practice Room Policies

For the benefit of all users, the following policies will be strictly enforced:

- The piano is not a bookshelf, display case, coat rack or coaster. Use the music desk or rack ONLY for music, pencils, and metronomes. Any other items found on pianos will be removed.

- For all practice rooms AND assigned Graduate Assistant spaces: The ONLY liquid allowed in these rooms is water, and that ONLY in capped containers or spill-proof water bottles. NO OTHER BEVERAGE OR FOOD ITEM OF ANY KIND IS ALLOWED.

- Damage or malfunction in any piano or bench should be reported immediately to David Dunn, through his mailbox in the music office, via email (david.dunn@uni.edu), phone (3-7337), or in person (RSL 190).

- The grand piano practice rooms are for the priority use of the piano performance majors and collaborative rehearsal. Other users must relinquish the room in these situations. Any difficulties with this should be reported to a faculty member or the administration.

- Tuning requests for specific practice rooms may be made directly to David Dunn via email (see above).

Thank you for your cooperation!